Youth Work in North Sydney: an action plan for development and early intervention. 2016 – 2021
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Introduction
Young People, part of and important to the community.

COUNCIL BELIEVES

North Sydney Council's Youthwork Action Plan 2016-2021 sets out Council’s key
commitments to young people who live, work, visit and study in North Sydney.
It provides the framework for strategies based on consultation with young
people and the youth services sector, and a review of recent research that forms
the basis of current Youth Work policy and practice in NSW.
The Action Plan will guide Council's development and service delivery of Council
strategies and services to young people in North Sydney over the next five years.





The Action Plan reaffirms Council's commitment to young people that they are
viewed as an important and integral part of the North Sydney community and
their needs are afforded the same attention as the rest of the community.


Discussion

Adolescence is marked by rapid brain development, physical and emotional
growth and a yearning for identity and independence. It can be a time of turmoil,

Young people have the fundamental right to be heard, to
be able to participate in the development of their present
and future, and the fundamental right to be respected and
kept safe.
Young people need to have access to youth-friendly and
relevant resources, services and facilities that they can
relate to, engage and connect with. They also need to be
able to access universal community facilities and services
without fear of judgement or exclusion.
Young people have the right to access public spaces where
they feel valued, respected and supported.
Youth culture, comprised of ever evolving and challenging
artistic, fashion and recreational activities needs to be
respected and encouraged. Opportunities and spaces for
youth culture need to be provided, and seen as an
investment not only in young peoples’ physical,
emotional, social development and wellbeing but also in a
cohesive and positive community and society as a whole.
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conflict, confusion, emotional extremes, vulnerability and isolation. But it can also be a time of excitement, vibrancy, creativity and of opportunity.
Young people are growing up in an increasingly complex world, grappling with unique personal problems against an often deeply felt background of climate
change, global economic uncertainty and long term wars.
These challenges and their own personal circumstances “call for empowered, resilient young people, who play an active role in navigating these paths.
There is substantial and growing evidence that developing social and emotional capabilities supports the achievement of positive life outcomes, including
educational attainment, employment and health.” (Bethia McNeil, 2012)
Research shows that it is rarely only one issue but a combination of risks and protective factors than can determine the future lives of young people. The
more protective factors young people have, even while experiencing difficulties, the greater their chance of thriving in life. The more risk factors they
experience the greater the chance of them experiencing adversity for a significant time into their future.
While it is true that many young people are afforded opportunities, they nevertheless
encounter significant issues such as:
Gender and sexual identity, drugs and alcohol, discrimination, violence, sexual assault and
abuse, homelessness, mental health, learning difficulties, body image and eating disorders,
family and relationships conflict, self-harm and suicide, bullying, and a variety of serious
injuries. In many cases, a young person can be experiencing multiple difficulties.
The needs of young people are in many cases not theirs alone but shared by the whole
community. Access to good health services, to high quality education, to fair and varied
opportunities for employment; efficient public transport, a clean and healthy environment,
and options for safe and affordable housing are entitlements of the whole community.
Considering the complexity of the needs of and issues faced by young people a planned,
responsive and flexible “young person centred” strategic approach is required to ensure
their needs are addressed effectively.
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Who are our young people?
Young people are commonly defined as aged between 12 years and 24 years. There are approximately 6,431 young people in the North Sydney local
government area; comprising 10% of the North Sydney area population (Census, 2011). 53% of these are female and 47% male. The proportion of young
people as a percentage of the population has declined since 2006 when the number of 12-24 year olds was 7,018.
While Secondary schoolers (12 to 17 years) increased slightly (+76), those post school youth (18 to 24 years) declined significantly by 840 over the two
Census’. The main reasons for this are likely to be:



Young people move into higher education, training and employment away from North Sydney area,
Cost of remaining in North Sydney and living independently of the family home is prohibitive for those on low to moderate incomes.

The numbers for those termed to be “young workforce” (aged 25-34 years) rose by 481 and at 26.6% is higher than the Sydney average at 15.4%). Research
in the child care field (Allen, 2015) shows that when the double income professional choose to start their families, they remain in smaller residential units or
dwellings in North Sydney rather than make the historical move to more affordable larger residences in outlying suburbs. This does not necessarily mean
that North Sydney’s own young people are returning. North Sydney is an attractive place to live for this age group which has a strong cross-section of
mobile, professionals. They are attracted to the North Sydney CBD, the area’s excellent public transport links to Sydney City and its CBD and proximity to
lifestyle choices. For example access to a range of food, shopping, community services, parks and open spaces. A high number of dwellings in the area are
suitable to the lifestyle match with people in this age range prepared to live in apartments. This trend will continue into the future as more medium and
high density dwellings will be developed.

Where young people are living in North Sydney
The table below shows that the highest concentrations of young people aged 12-24 years within North Sydney (as a proportion of the total population for
respective areas) are located in Cremorne, Neutral Bay, North Sydney and Wollstonecraft respectively. Over 1 in five school age children live in Cremorne.
Other suburbs that have over 500 young people living in their areas include Cammeray and Crows Nest.
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2011 ABS Census Data on Youth in North Sydney
Where from?
Number

%

NS Council
Number
area %

Secondary schoolers 12 to 17 years

Cammeray
Cremorne
Cremorne Point
Crows Nest
Kirribilli
Kurraba Point
McMahons Point - Lavender
7 Bay
8 Milsons Point
9 Neutral Bay
10 North Sydney
11 Waverton
12 Wollstonecraft
1
2
3
4
5
6

Total in NS

253
449
79
161
57
48
69
69
273
277
132
207
2,074

3.3%
3.3%
13.2%
13.4%
6.4%
10.0%
100.0%

143
204
687
520
234
578
3.1%

NS Council
area %

9.3%
16.0%
2.4%
9.9%
5.0%
3.0%

12-24
years
660
1,146
183
594
277
178

10.3%
17.8%
2.8%
9.2%
4.3%
2.8%

3.3%
4.7%
15.8%
11.9%
5.4%
13.3%
100.0%

212
273
960
797
366
785
6,431

3.3%
4.2%
14.9%
12.4%
5.7%
12.2%
10.0%

18 to 24 years old
407
697
104
433
220
130

12.2%
21.6%
3.8%
7.8%
2.7%
2.3%

%

4,357

6.9%

%
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Education and Background
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Diverse youth factors
While young people are defined as part of a life cycle in terms of their age (12-24 years), there are other factors such as their circumstances, their particular
sub groups or identity that need to be taken into account when setting out a strategic direction and implementing flexible and responsive youth services.
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North Sydney has a comparatively low rate of young people who are not employed or studying. While this is a very positive outcome, for the young people
who are disengaged connecting them once again to employment, training or study often means a high level of time, resources and involving considerable
challenges. It also involves significant effort to ensure that the rate remains low and that the disengaged number of young people do not grow in number.
The risk lies in the young people becoming homeless, victims of crime and/or developing risk factors such as substance abuse. Even a small number of
disengaged young people can impact the community adversely.
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Consultation
Youth Services Sector Consultation
The youth services sector was consulted on an individual service level and via the Lower North Shore Youth Interagency. This resulted in a range of feedback
from the various services that work with the young people directly or indirectly.

Main findings:
Young people were experiencing: Homelessness, mental health issues (depression, anxiety, stress), alcohol and other drugs, sexual assault and abuse,
domestic violence, family conflict and instability, disconnection and isolation, body Image and eating disorders, discrimination, gender identity concerns,
bullying (physical and online), crime (perpetrator and victim), STI’s, relationship problems, not enough all ages events and festivals, strained Police and
young people relations.
What is required to lower the incidence of vulnerability: Some issues need structural and major political changes to create behavioural change on a large
scale, additional resources, increased collaboration, less competitive funding, reforms need bottom up consultations, Fed/State Government policy not
nuanced enough, differing agendas, higher wages to maintain skilled/experienced workers in the sector, sympathetic politicians and policy makers,
researching new models of operation that have shown to work, stronger partnerships with schools, tracking outcomes and results, sustained and in depth
social and relationships skill learning throughout the school years, more direct services.
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Youth Focus Groups
Focus groups with young people were held over two periods, July to November 2015 and February to June 2016. A total of 231 young people were
consulted to obtain in depth qualitative data. In summary the following findings were obtained:
Main findings:
Young people indicated that they liked: North Sydney is clean and tidy, Cammeray Skate Plaza, the shops and cafes, Planet X Youth Centre, the sporting
facilities, North Sydney PCYC, Shoreshocked Youth Festival, their school (notably Bradfield College and Marist High School), Phoenix House Youth Services,
Taldumande Youth Services.
What they needed: More understanding, more youth refuges, more events and live music, given a chance to work, better public transport, affordable
housing, and help when they needed it.
Challenges that the young people indicated they were experiencing: Homelessness, depression, peer conflict, family conflict, loneliness, isolation,
rejection, relationship problems, health problems, drug and alcohol problems, poverty, religious/cultural differences with family (forced marriage, violence,
rape), study pressures, unemployment, bored, online bullying, stress, Asperger’s.
The services, people and protective factors that were assisting them were: Beyond friends and family, it is noted that young people link into a range of
local and regional services such as Planet X Youth Centre, Phoenix House Youth Services and Taldumande Youth Services, Schools (teachers and
counsellors), Hospital (RNSH - Counsellors. Clinic 16), and Twenty10. Additionally phone help lines, the internet, and phone apps were sources of assistance
and information. Being employed was noted as a significant protective factor. (Income, status, connection and belonging).
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Policy and Regulatory Framework Context
Major documents and policies informing the Action Plan.

National





National Safe Schools Framework.
Scoping Study of Youth Policy Priorities and Directions. ( NYARS, 2010).
Young Australians and Sexual Health (ACYS, 2014).
Violence Against Young Women In Australia: Contexts Beyond The Family Home (ACYS, 2015).

State





•

Better Lives for Vulnerable Teens Review and Analysis (FACS, 2014)
FACS: Ready for Life, Ready for Success partnership model.
Northern Sydney District Youth Strategy: A Blueprint for Outcomes and Impact Collective Impact (FACS, 2014)
ARACY Better Systems, Better Chances Review (ARACY, 2015)
Office of the Advocate for Children and Young People: The NSW Strategic Plan for Children and Young People 2016-2019
Wellbeing Framework (Education, 2015)

Regional and Subregional




Youth Action - Youth Services with a ‘Wide Lens’ (Williamson, 2013)
Northern Sydney Regional Youth Planning Day - ‘Advancing the youth agenda across the region’
Lower North Shore Youth Interagency Planning Session 2 May 2012 - Youth Needs & Issues Identification And Strategy Development
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Local: North Sydney Council
North Sydney Council offers a range of services and programs for young people. The Action Plan builds on this experience, backed by the Community
Development Team so as to provide a clear strategic direction for Council. The important factors it is based on are:










The Youth Action Plan aligns with and is consistent with Council’s Community Strategic Plan (CSP), in particular community services and facilities
provision that is “well planned and located”, people who are “socially isolated, disadvantaged and residents under stress are cared for”, that there is a
commitment to “enhanced community facilities, information and services” and support for families and young people. Young people/services Priorities
relate to Strategies in the CSP including 4.1.2, 4.7.1, 4.7.2 and 4.7.4
Strong evidence based research which identifies both best practice in the field and across all levels of Government in Australia (Federal, State and Local).
Consultation with young people about the issues they face, their needs and appropriate responses in the form of services and programs.
The North Sydney Council Charter which is adopted above and beyond that designated for all Councils under Section 8 of the Local Government Act
1993. This includes strengthening the bonds in our community to give recognition and support to our social and cultural diversity, promoting a safe and
sustainable environment, engaging community in our collective wellbeing, continuously analysing and planning to ensure ‘universal access ‘, delivering
community services, working in partnership with other levels of government in planning and providing services to key groups in the community including
young people.
A coordinated whole-of-Council approach to support young people as, besides Planet X, other sections of Council impact on the lives of youth. For
example, young people are frequent users of North Sydney pool, ovals, parks, reserves and playgrounds, Stanton Library and access a range of Community
Events.
Acknowledging young people as users of the urban landscape and their views need to taken into account as to recreation, design of public areas, use of
business precincts and in relation to use of transport and the ways to make the environment sustainable.

In aligning the Youth Action Plan to Council’s CSP young people will have a say in the vision and direction to meet their needs. The Youth Action Plan identifies
strategies which relate to the CSP and are youth specific around the changing issues which young people face and provides in-depth research to meet the
needs of young people in the area.
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What do young people need?
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Review and comment
The literature reviews and the consultation feedback tells us that the mental, emotional and physical wellbeing along with positive and meaningful
engagement with real opportunities allow for young people to tangibly connect and belong and therefore thrive. It also indicates that in order to provide
positive pathways and trajectories for young people a comprehensive “whole of person” holistic approach is required. (ARACY, 2015, p. 57).
This is also reflected in the NSW Strategic Plan for Children and Young People (2016) released by the Advocate for Children and Young People (Office, 2016,
pp. 12-13).
The national scoping study from National Youth Affairs Research Scheme (NYARS) provides a broad overview of the youth services priorities and directions
and are listed as: Youth participation, collaboration, prevention and early intervention, developing the youth sector, communication-related priorities,
programme evaluation, social exclusion, education and training, employment and income, environment, health and safety, housing and homelessness,
justice, recreation, arts and leisure, and transport. ( NYARS, 2010, pp. 4-5)
These priorities and directions generally mirror the issues and challenges that young people encounter and that services aim to address on all levels of
government. They have been reasonably well established and understood by both the Social Sciences sector and all levels of Government and generally
speaking the majority of the literature and research arrives at the same conclusion.
These issues are also very similar to what the young people and the local youth services sector highlighted in the consultation process. The challenge
however lies in setting an effective strategic direction that results in meaningful and positive outcomes for young people.
FACS’s Better Lives Review and Analysis, and ARACY’s Better Systems Review both emphasise a client centred, “whole of person” approach in effectively
preventing and dealing with risk, vulnerability and crisis in young people. Both emphasise moving away from individual needs programs and siloed services
working in isolation.
Both these reviews, along with the Education Department’s Wellbeing Framework and Youth Action’s - Youth Services with a ‘Wide Lens’, recognise that
young people can experience multiple risk factors and adverse circumstances that are more effectively addressed flexibly and responsively, in a targeted
manner with Collective Impact principles, and collaboratively across the whole of Government and Youth Services sector. This approach also forms the basis
of FACS’s most recent, Ready for Life, Ready for Success partnership model, which was launched in June 2016.
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Two important key components highlighted for positive outcomes are (1) Effective engagement of young people as “the benefits of program services will
not be fully realised unless the participant is genuinely engaged” (Berlin et al, in Moore, 2010, 20 Aracy 113) and (2) the youth sector needs to be
strategically aligned, operate with a common agenda while still maintaining localised, flexible and responsive approaches. (NS District Youth Blueprint p4)
The four themes of wellbeing, engagement, opportunity and connection/belonging underpinning Council’s Youth Service’s strategic operations act as
protective factors, minimising risk and vulnerability, as well as bolstering resilience if a young person is experiencing adversity and crisis. (ARACY, 2015, p.
68)
The feedback from the focus groups, and the young people that Council’s Youthworkers engage with, shows that the young people value the meaningful
engagement of the Youthworkers which allows for opportunity, care of their wellbeing and fostering a sense of belonging and connection. On the whole
they appreciate the consolidated, “client” centred and flexible approach, working towards addressing their needs, which in many cases are multiple and
complex.
In one of the questions that was posed to the young people: “If you had a problem would you feel comfortable talking to someone at Planet X?” the
overwhelming majority of responses were “Yes”, with one response being “reasonably comfortable” and one response being “yes, more than any other
place”. (Note: Planet X Youth Centre is Council’s direct service drop in centre).
In the question of “Has Planet X provided you with assistance? If yes – how?” the young people’s responses were equally positive:












Advice/guidance on life problems.
Helped me find a place to live.
Went with me to my medical appointments.
Helped me with my family problems.
Got me a job.
The Youthworkers care.
Workers are nice & provides a place to hang out and chat.
Place to come to, have fun and learn about life and stuff.
Helped me study & provided perspective on life.
Internet & talk about life.
I went to the girl program. Girls need more of this.
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The BBQ’s because I don’t have a lot of money.
Stuck by me when no one else did

Council’s Youth Service’s strategies therefore aim to assist young people to maintain engagement, or to re-engage if required, build up their sense of
belonging and provide them with opportunity to assist their wellbeing and independence.
These important core protective factors are integrated in all of the work that Council’s
Youthworkers undertakes, whether on a daily basis via direct service, in programs and
activities, and in overall place making and infrastructure.
In practice, it needs to be noted that if young people are lacking in protective factors, and
are on the verge of
disengaging, or
have disengaged
from family,
school, peers and
their community,
they require
considerable
meaningful
engagement, time
and resources to reconnect.
It is also worth noting that strong, effective service partnerships and networks to
allow a broad base of support for young people is also required.
On two highly pertinent social issues, Sexual Health and Domestic Violence, the
briefing papers from ACYS, Young Australians and Sexual Health, and Violence Against
Young Women in Australia, highlight the importance of these youth strategies in contributing to a change in attitudes and behaviours.
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The statistics show a dire picture in gender relations, sexual assault and violence:
One in three women has experienced physical violence since the age of 15 and one in
five has experienced sexual violence. (Sheila Allison, 2015, p. 6)
According to the Australian Bureau of Statistics (ABS 2013) women aged 18 to 24 are
more likely to experience physical or sexual violence than women in any other age
group. The incidence of sexual assault for women aged 18 to 24 is twice as high as for
all women (ABS 2013), while for women aged 15 to 19 it could be as much as four
times higher (Tarczon & Quadara 2012 (Sheila Allison, 2015, p. 6)).
While a financial cost can never reflect that emotional damage to people the cost to
society has been estimated to be up to $13.6 billion. (Sheila Allison, 2015, p. 14)
The ACYS
briefing
makes
various recommendations to address relationships attitudes and behaviours. It
suggests that by Youth Workers engaging and interacting young people
positively it not only builds rapport but it provides the perfect setting to
address deep rooted views on personal relationships. (Sheila Allison, 2015, p.
18).
It also allows for flexible and adaptive relationship programs to be implement
in places such as youth centres where young people come to socialise and
seeks assistance.
“Youth workers are also excellently positioned to model and promote gender
equity and ethical bystander interventions in their workplaces and day-to-day
interactions with young people.” (Sheila Allison, 2015, p. 18).
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Similarly, in regards to Sexual Health “A report for the Western Australian Department of Health on the sexual health education of young people published
in 2007 found ‘many young people identified youth centres and youth health services as preferred sources of health education outside of school,
particularly those who felt isolated or marginalised from mainstream education’.125
(ACYS p15)
These recommended Youth Work approaches form a core strategy Council’s
Youthwoirkers, whether it is on the specific issues of Sexual Health, Domestic Violence,
or general relationships.
By addressing and educating young people about the importance of relating well to
others, whether in intimate or general relationships this contributes to their protective
factors allowing them to have positive relationships with their partners, their peers, their
families, their teachers and their employers.
The importance of facilitating the development of respectful relationships is therefore a
key component to Council’s youth strategies and practices.
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Council’s Current Youth Strategies
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Overview
Council operates a range of youth programs and these are provided as part of the Council’s role as a Service Provider. This is undertaken in four ways:





Direct Service
Collaboration
Community Engagement
Recreation and Education

In particular for young people who are vulnerable or at risk or experiencing adverse circumstances, Council is committed to providing the services and
resources required to ensure they are able to address their difficulties.
These services comprise of programs, activities, events and support and are underpinned by Community Development, Systems Theory, Client Centred,
Collective Impact frameworks, and a combination of flexible early intervention/prevention and crisis strategies depending on the needs and circumstances
of the young people.
In providing both a targeted and universal approach (a proportionate universalism) which ARACY states is the optimum approach (ARACY, 2015, p. 12),
Council’s Youthwork strategies and programs are well placed to assist young people as comprehensively as possible.
Direct Service
Council recognises the need to engage young people and has operated a youth service, Planet X Youth Centre since 1995. In this time it has provided a
range of services, activities and programs as well as comprehensive assistance to a large number of young people.
It primarily operates as drop-in centre where it allows young people of all backgrounds, and in various life circumstances, to visit a youth friendly, safe
space. This enables the Youthworkers to directly and closely work with them, often over a period of time to address the multiple issues they might present
with.
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Overview Planet X Youth Centre
Location: Miller Street, St. Leonards Park, North Sydney, next to the North Sydney Oval.
Target Groups: Primary target: Young people aged 12-18. Secondary target group: Young people aged 19-24.
Age Range: The majority of young people that attend is in the 14-16 year group, with the second highest being 17-18, followed by the 19-21 and 12-14 age
groups.
Gender makeup: Over the 22 year period that Planet X has operated, the gender split has generally been around the 70% male, 30% female mark. However,
at various times, this has balanced out at 50%-50%. Currently, the split sits at around 60% male and 40% female with the female figure rising when girl
specific programs are implemented.
Cultural background: The major cultural backgrounds have been, in no particular order: German, Persian, Afghani, Australian, English, Scottish, Italian,
South African, Indian, Fijian, Japanese, South Korean, Chinese, Serbian, Croatian, Aboriginal, Tongan, Maori, New Zealander, and Spanish.
Accommodation Status: A large proportion of young people that attend Planet X are homeless, couch surfing and/or living in youth refuges.
Circumstances: Many of the young people are experiencing various circumstances, and personal issues. They may have been diagnosed with Aspergers,
ADD/ADHD, live in single parent households, have self-harmed regularly, experience body image and eating disorders, bullying, abuse, depression, study
stress, substance abuse amongst various other wellbeing issues. A significant proportion are homeless or experiencing family conflict.
FACS highlights in their Better lives for vulnerable teens review (FACS, 2014, p. 12) that in certain cases services to young people have become fragmented
and siloed meaning they are not addressing the needs of young people as effectively as possible. Young people then experience services in isolation and
“bounce” from service to service not getting the continuity they require.
Planet X provides a central and consolidated youth friendly space where young people do not “bounce” from service to service and allows for effective case
management to address their needs in a focused and systematic manner.
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This is shown in our data, and experiences, which indicates that most of the young people
seeking assistance at Planet X prefer the Youthworkers to assist them with their presenting
difficulties.
Research has also shown that young people engage, learn and successfully overcome their
difficulties from meaningful relationships and activities (FACS, 2014, p. 28) and Planet X is well
placed to provide this for them having achieved this successfully over the last 22 years.
In summary, Planet X utilises an evidence based holistic, whole of person, client centred
approach to work with young people as they all have varying life circumstance, experience a
range of vulnerabilities and adverse situations that require a tailored and flexible approach to
allow for positive trajectories and pathways.

Examples of Planet X Youth Centre’s operation








Youth friendly, safe space for young people to allow for a sense of respect, autonomy
and identity.
Ongoing, daily engagement of young people regarding personal issues, relationship skills, protective factors, self-regulation of emotions and
building up of resilience.
Employment assistance in the form of career guidance, job applications, resumes and interview skills.
Educational assistance in the form of maintaining, or improving, school attendance, ascertaining if their current school is appropriate or need to
enrol in a school more suited to their needs and academic strengths. Liaising with family and teachers. Students participating in work placement
and experience.
Volunteering. Young people are able to volunteer at Planet X as part of an educational requirement or for personal reasons.
Accommodation assistance. As significant number of young people who attend Planet X are either homeless, or couch surfing or in existing youth
refuge accommodation Planet X provides assistance in locating accommodation, referring to accommodation services and providing ongoing
support once they do obtain accommodation.
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Informal and formal entertainment, recreation and activity options. As Planet X is located in St. Leonards Park it lends itself to allow young people
to be physically active. A range of sporting equipment is available for the young people to utilise and they will often partake in various sports, from
cricket, to football, to soccer or just throwing and kicking a ball around. Planet X also provides a music studio, table tennis, computers and Wi-Fi,
game consoles and a range of art and craft materials.
Advocacy and support. Most young people lack a strong voice, and some are in a very powerless position to negotiate their way through life. Planet
X is committed to providing a voice for young people and assists them wherever they might need advocacy. This may also take the shape of
supporting them with attending medical appointments, interviews with accommodation services, or being their support person in a Juvenile Justice
Case Conference.
Information and referral point for young people needing additional or specialised support. Planet X also provides a range of information and
reading material covering the wide range of issues that young people face.
Workshops and structured activities. These can vary depending on the needs and interests of the young people but examples include: Girl Only (7
week) program, Aerosol Art (murals and banners), short films, sport and ping pong competitions, sexual health workshops, excursions, art
workshops with resulting works exhibited, Artwork on Recycle Bins, Lost Bird Found (Mental Health Month project initiated by Council’s Arts and
Culture team).

Partnerships
Council cannot operate in isolation to address the needs and circumstances of young people and thus strongly believes in collaborating and forming
partnerships with relevant partners, Government departments, non-government organisations and the wider community.
Operating under Collective Impact principles and a Common Agenda is viewed as important for all stake holders to achieve effective, efficient outcomes
and results for the young people.
Youth Action, in their Youth Services with a ‘Wide Lens' Report highlights the importance of effective partnerships in addressing as an example mental
health and concludes that “therefore a service system must be both adequately complex and adequately flexible and responsive to be able to assist the
client.” (Williamson, 2013, p. 14).
While Council’s Youthworkers can target and engage young people to assist them in a “whole of person” approach, flexible and responsive partnerships are
also required to allow a young person to benefit from the opportunities offered by supplementary services.
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Examples of partnerships include:

















Juvenile Justice case conferencing at Planet X
Work Development Order at Planet X
Love Bites at schools and youth services. (Domestic Violence and Sexual Assault program).
Lower North Shore Youth Interagency (Council’s Youth Services and Partnerships Coordinator chairs and sets the agenda).
Empowering Youth Minds Mental Health Forum. (Equipping students to understand and destigmatise mental illness in schools).
OzGreen Youth Leadership Forum. (3 day environment focused at Council’s Coal Loader site and with locals students)
Alcohol and other drugs workshops at Phoenix House as part of their educational courses.
Bradfield College and Exploring Heritage Project
o Short movie and artworks and textiles – RNSH museum and original ER hospital.
o Artwork and Photography – Ballshead Road, Coal Loader Site with Council’s Historian and Aboriginal Staff. Artwork exhibited at Transit
Space
Bradfield College. Students participate in school approved programs which are co-designed with Council’s Youthworkers that contribute to
Bradfield’s Industry Experience Program. These programs operate either at Bradfield College or at Planet X Youth Centre.
Taldumande: Working in unison to co-manage young people that attend Planet X and reside at Taldumande. Based on the client centred model, this
allows for a more efficient wrap around service where each organisation’s skills and strengths is able to assist the young people in a more
resourced, focused and common agenda manner. This can involve case management, assisting with the next stage of their accommodation,
obtaining employment, returning home, or returning to studies.
Stop the Supply Campaign (Northern Sydney Area Health – educate parents and young adults about the illegality of supplying alcohol to minors)
Youthsource (Web and app Youth directory in partnership with Youth Health Promotion)
Community Drug Action Team (Northern Sydney Area Health and various other organisations in the Lower North Shore area)
Sporting activities with the North Sydney Police Citizens Youth Club.
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Community Engagement
Council’s Youthworkers also partake in targeted early intervention work where they will engage with young people in a variety of settings in their
community allowing for flexible and specific interventions. Examples of this includes at schools, family homes, youth refuges, skate parks, or other youth
services.
Engaging the community as whole is also important in creating an understanding of the needs and circumstances of young people, as well allowing the
community to assist and provide options to young people.
Examples of community engagement:










Love Bites at schools and local refuges
Parent Engagement Strategy in partnerships with Willoughby, Mosman and Lane Cove Councils.
Bradfield College – Place based and Early Intervention Youthwork where Council’s Youthworkers attend the school on a weekly basis to support the
teachers and engage the young people directly with their various needs. Additionally, the Youthworkers implement activities to engage the
students in a more effective manner.
Family engagement. Engage and support young people and their families when necessary and possible to work towards a positive outcome for all.
School engagement. Support teachers at schools with vulnerable and in crisis students. This can vary from behavioural problems to assistance with
accommodation to early intervention support.
Partner in FACS’s Ryde School Project based on the Geelong School Project model where relevant partners form a wraparound service for schools
and allows for the early identification of vulnerable students.
Drug and Alcohol workshops designed and implemented by Council’s Youthworkers at Phoenix House Youth Services as part of their education
program which are attended by young people with high needs and significant personal difficulties.
Art Therapy workshops, and Young Women specific programs jointly created by Planet X, Taldumande Youth Services and Phoenix House Youth
Services and implemented at all three agencies.
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Recreation and Education:
In addition to engaging direct services, Council also provides additional services based on Placemaking principles to allow young people to participate in
their community which contributes to belonging, connection and wellbeing.
By providing a range of sporting, cultural, social and educational facilities, venues and events young people and the wider community can not only connect
to their local community but also participate and contribute to it.
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Current and proposed strategies.
Outcome

Strategies

Collaborative partnerships are
maintained and strengthened.

Continue existing partnership
programs and collaborate on
additional partnership programs as
identified by young peoples’ needs
and the Youth Sector.
Continue partnership in the Ryde
School Project
Identify new partners as ongoing
needs of young people are assessed.

Young people off all backgrounds, and
circumstances, have access to a youth
friendly service.

Young people are supported in, and
have access, to pursue appropriate
education, training, employment and
development opportunities

Council’s
2016/17 2017/18
Community
Strategic
Plan
4.7



2018/19

2019/20

2020/21







4.7







TBD

TBD

4.7











4.8











Enhance promotion of service to
young people: Promotional material,
website, social media. Visits to
schools.

4.8
















Implement programs and promote
opportunities for the development of
study and employment skills.
Living and social skills programs.
Industry Experience Program in
partnership with Bradfield College.

4.5











4.5
4.5








TBD


TBD


TBD

Continued operation of Planet X Youth
Centre.
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Young people have the opportunity to
participate in recreational, social,
sporting, cultural and artistic
activities.

Young people have access to social,
living skills and wellbeing
opportunities and programs.

Collaborate with Council’s Arts and
Culture department to involve young
people in art activities and exhibitions.
Maintain Shoreshocked Youthweek
Festival to allow for young people to
participate in the planning and
implementation of the festival and
also allow for young people to
perform.
Involve young people in identifying,
designing and running regular
recreational, music, arts and cultural
events and exhibitions.
Art workshops at Taldumande Youth
Refuge.
Ongoing participation in the Industry
Experience Program in partnership
with Bradfield College.
Formal, and informal, sporting
activities implemented at Planet X.

4.3











4.1











4.1
4.3











4.3





TBD

TBD

TBD

4.3
4.5





TBD

TBD

TBD

4.3











Implement programs in social and
communication skills, drug and
alcohol, sexual health and wellbeing
education.
Respectful Relationship programs
implemented at Planet X, local
schools, and other local relevant
youth services.
Implement Girl Specific programs in
partnership with relevant
stakeholders.

4.9











4.9











4.9





TBD

TBD

TBD
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Young people are assisted with their
personal challenges and
circumstances.

Provide support, case management
and referral pathways.

4.10











Young people have access to relevant
and up to date youth information.

Information and referral options
provided. Update information
material as required.
Youth Guide Card printed annually.
In partnership with Youth Health
Promotion continue the development
and promotion of Youthsource
website and app directory.

4.8











4.8
4.8
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Review
The Youthwork Action Plan will be reviewed annually in a report to Council.
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